
REASONS WHY THE GENRE OF KOREAN POP MUSIC IS SO POPULAR

Ingenious approaches to music videos, what it means to be talented, and pure hard work set K Pop apart from any other
genre. Here are the reasons which.

In , forty-one singers used English names among the top fifty songs, but usually three or four singers and
groups had more than one or two songs on the chart simultaneously. They never shy away from making a
statement, and they have a decidedly unique way of interpreting current trends. Storytelling Another way that
K Pop keeps amassing fans is by utilizing strong storytelling in many songs and music videos. Hip-hop
fashion, considered the most popular style in the late '90s, [52] remained, with idol groups H. High Concept
Groups Finally, K pop has a tendency to put forward highly talented groups with an original concept. This
allows songs and artists to be marketed to a wider audience around the world. Not only does this appeal to
fans throughout Asia, it makes K Pop artists more accessible to fans in the Western world. CATCHY TUNES
You don't have to worry about not understanding the words, because as soon as you hear one of the catchy
beats, it's going to be stuck in your head and you won't be able to stop singing it despite the language barrier.
Not only that, K Pop idols who take on major roles in many different tv shows and movies are common.
Common clothing items include denim jackets, boot-cut pants, wide pants, hair bands, scarves, and sunglasses.
Sarah Kabir You might think you know a thing or two about K-pop if you've listened to Gangnam Style but
K-Pop is so much more than this one song. Retro: aims to bring back "nostalgia" from the s to s; features dot
prints and detailed patterns. Trainees live together in a regulated environment and spend many hours a day
learning music, dance, foreign languages, and other skills in preparation for their debut. This takes an insane
amount of hard work, practice, and skill, but they are well-known for performing these routines live. How did
such a tightly controlled and manufactured system of pop emerge? This is because the Korean entertainment
companies holding copyright are not much attached to the copyright regime, but they are willing to share their
music through YouTube and other SNS. While you can certainly find stars who don't act very well, usually a
true K-pop idol is just as skilled as an actor as they are as a singer and dancer. This new genre was dubbed
K-pop and the Big 3 companies quickly formed around it, seeing its massive market potential. Not only is he
known for his superior musical talent, G- Dragon is a frequent trendsetter and overall fashion icon. An
example of a Korean song with a large proportion of English lyrics is Kara 's " Jumping ," which was released
at the same time in both Korea and Japan to much success. Here are the reasons which make K pop so
uniquely popular. After the financial crisis, the government stopped censoring English lyrics and Korea started
to have a boom in English. Companies house much larger training centers for those who are chosen. Al
Jazeera reported in on South Korean students being driven to suicide by the impossibly high standards and
competitive college entry system. According to Nakasone, her focus is to make dance routines that are
flattering for the dancers but also complementary to the music. Futurism: commonly wore with electronic and
hip-hop genres; features popping color items, metallic details and prints; promotes a futuristic outlook.
Common clothing items include mini skirts, corsets, net stockings, high heels, sleeveless vests, and
see-through shirts. K pop idols never shy away from making a splash, and have a decidedly unique way of
interpreting current trends. Notably, until the early s, musicians with English names would transliterate them
into hangul , but now singers would use English names written with the roman alphabet. In other words, you
must write your lyrics at least if you want to be legit! There are crucial economic and cultural conditions in
Korea which sustain the system.


